SELECTION OF RESOURCE MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
OTHER THAN TEXTBOOKS

The Board shall provide supplementary reading books, library books, reference books and any other books except textbooks and electronic textbooks according to this policy.

The following standards are to be applied to the selection of resource materials:

A. Materials shall be suited to the students to be served;

B. Materials shall be factually accurate and of genuine literary or artistic value;

C. Materials shall be of a quality and durability appropriate to their intended use and longevity;

D. Materials shall relate to, support, and enrich the courses of study adopted by the Board; and

E. A listing of all resource materials shall be made available for the use of the professional staff and for the information of the members of the Board.

Students shall be charged in accordance with law for the damage, destruction or loss of such materials.

Final decision regarding the selection of these materials rests with the Superintendent and the Board.
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